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Abslract

The Top;_ II Flight Safety team requires that the hardw:lre Ibr the Russian-built reactor be modified to ensure
that the reactor retnains subcritical in the event of an inadvertent accident in which the reactor is submersed in wet
sand or water. In April 1993, the American Flight safety team chose the fuel-out anticrlticalily device as the
baseline for the hardware design. We describe the initial stages of the hardware design; show how the mechanism
works; and describe its function, the functional and operation,'d requirements, and the diMcult design problems
encountered. Also described, are the initial interactions between the Russian and American design teams. Because
the effort is to add an American modification to a Russian flight reactor, this project has required unusual technical
c_x_peration and consultation with the Russian design team.

INTR()DUCT!()N

The Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO) has been investigating the possibility of launching a
Russian Topaz II space nuclear power system in support of a Nucle,'u"Electric F'ropulsion (NEP) Space Test Mission.
Therefore, during the past year numerous nuclear safety-related analyses were conducted to assess the safety of a
TOPAZ II flight reactor. The TOPAZ II flight safety team identified a major probletn. If the rtxictor becomes
immcrsed in water or saturated sand during a spacecraft launch fifilure or because of rccntry, the rcac:or could,
potentially, become supercritical. Such a problem could occur if the reactor falls in the ocean or onto a sandy beach
or marsh area. The super criticality results from the extra reflection caused by IJle surrounding immersion water (or
sand) and the moderation caused by the added water internal to the reactor. It may do so neutronically in excess of a
criticality of $3. This potential problem is not acceptable; a hardwme modification, in the form of a poison or partial
fueling of the reactor, is needed.

In April 1993, the Topaz I1 Flight Safety team chose the fuel-out a_r.dcriticality device as the baseline hardware
modification fl_rmaintaining the reactor at subcritical t'c_rall credible accidents. With this mc×lification, enough fuel
is kept outside the reaclor during launch and until the reactor is in a safe orbit, Then the fuel is then inserted
remotely back into the reactor, for normal reactor operation.

The Anticriticality Device is a major hardware modification nex;ded for the safe Ilight of the Topaz I1 reactor. In
initial design effort.s, we identified all the rcquirements and criteria needed to deliver the hardware for testing and
qualification. The American design team idcntified the problems and sorted thnmgh several feasible concepts, then
presented these concepts to the Russian design team and the Topaz II flight salary team. The Russian design team
initially preferred the poison concepts. But after several meetings, the American safety tt'am decided to go with the
fuel-out concept llere, we present a summary of the problem and discuss the solutions, design criteria,
requircmenLs, and prcliminary details and sketches of the ACD.

The Russian-built Topaz II tlight reactor has 37 Thennionic Fuel Elements (TFEs) that hold the fuel in the
reactor core. Each TFE consists of an inner emitter tube and an outer collector tube. q'he inner emitter tulx_ holds
the 17-ram diam by 8-ram-high cylindrical fuel pelleLs, each of which as an 8-ram to 4.5-ram hole in the center of
the fuel. Each TFE is open at the top to allow for l'uel loading. After loading, the fuel is held down by a spring
retaining a_d ,'roda clip that filstens to the top of each TFE.

The proposed American modification ACD (anticriticalily device) holds the fuel out of foul of the center TIEs
during launch and until payload deployment. When called upon by a ground signal, the ACI) remotely places the
fuel from the four TFEs into the emitter tubes, and the reactor slartul_ occurs. Before receiving this signal, it is not
possible to load the fucl or t¢_sulrt up the rt_ictor because no lx)wer is allowed to the ACD tmlil the last Ixx)ster
separation _)l)cratcsthe niech:ulical switch thai provides the power to the ACD.
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POISON VS FUEL OUT

Russian and American design teams studied two major methods for _L,;suringanticriticality: inserting sufficient
poison (in tile form of B4C rods) into the center hole of the fuel and keeping fuel out of file reactor. Some of the

Russian scientists believe the poison mcthcxl would be more reliable for reactor operation; it may, however, be less
reliable for safety. Because of the different hole sizes in the fuel, it was determined that placing a poison into seven
TFEs would require :m additional 3-cm beryllium reflector outside the reactor and a new design for the drum and
reflector steel retaining bands. A new fuel retaining rod design would also be required to allow a hole for the
poison. The most difficult modification requirement, however, would be a mechanism to guarantee that the poison
would remain with the fuel in all accident scen,'u'ios, yet which could easily be removed during deployment for
reactor operation. No criteria were identified showing how long the mechanism would be required to protect the
rc_lctor from going super critical if the reactor were submerged in the ocean. Thus, the poison method seems to be
less reliable than the fuel-out method for keeping the reactor sub critical. The fuel-out method will require the
fewest modifications to the reactor. Conversely, placing fuel into the rc_lctor will likely be somewhat more difficult
than pulling the poison from the reactor, which makes the fuel-out method of reactor operation less reliable than the
poison method for reactor operation. Discussions about these issues during meetings with the American Topaz. II
Flight Safety team led to their decision to make the fuel-out ACD the preferred concept. The engineering issues
pertaining to both concepts arc the number of modifications required lbr each method; survivability of the fuel
during launch; how well the poison c,'m be removed remotely; how well the fucl can be inserted remotely; materials
compatibility; how many steps or operations are required; and what testing is required for qualification.

; I_)I,_S!GNPR()IIt_EMS
i

A major problem with the ACD design is the lack of launch vehicle design load information. As of this writing
no launch vehicle has been selected. Early in the project it was not certain how much space would be available for
the ACD on the top of the reactor. If the Delta launch vehicle had been chosen, a maximum of 4 in. (102 ram) of
vertical space may have been allowed. This limitation would have made both the poison and the fuel-out concepts
very difficult to design. The initial design would have required a set of seven reels for winding the B4C lx)ison,
shaped as beads, into a drum above the reactor in the allotted 4-in. (l()2-mm) vertical space. But meeting other
mission requirements required that the Delta launch vehicle be excluded :is an option. The remaining launch
vehicles choices allow more space. The launch vehicle team has assured that at least 30 in. (762 ram) will be
available for the ACD. Because the launch vehicle has not yet been determined, specific launch vibration and
acceleration data are not confirmed tk3rthe design of materials, We will use launch data from an Atlas launch
vehicle for our preliminm'y analyses and will adjust these data to the selected launch vehicle when that information
becomes avai lable.

The survivability of the fuel during launch is also a design concern. The Russians have assured us that the
clamping force of about 20 kg keeps the fuel intact during launch, but we want to dynamically test the fuel-holding
capability using real fitel if the opportunity arises.

TECI INICA !_ R EO I.JIRI_MENTS

Design Goa!_

Our goals for hardware design tire to produce qualified hardware that will ensure anticriticality under all credible
accident scenarios. Neutronica_ly, the ACD must maimain the reactor at subcritical prior to operation. The reactor
and subsystems must survive the mechanical and structural loads encountered from normal and off-normal launch
and deployment forces. The ACD modification must be compatible with operational and safety features and with
launch vehicle and payload constraints. Other goals are to minimize tile number of moving part.,; h_r simplicity and
reliability. The new structural support must not interfere with the r6_ictor components or their operations. Care must
also Ix_taken to assure material compatibility inside emitter tube; strength, thermal expansion, thermal expansion
coefficients, hardness, etc. A plan must be formulated and a process tmderl_lken that ensures the integrity of the new
hardware thrc_ugh analyses and quail fication tests.
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_!¢liona! and Operational Requir_,_menls

I_'relaunch. The ACD must meet stringent design requirements before launch. All hardware componenLs must
meet material type and grade specifications with written traceable assurance for quality control. The tolerances for
manufacture shown on the drawings must be met and certified. All comlxments bought off the shelf as qualified
must have the appropriate documentation showing the qualification standards used. The stand_u'dsto be used for the
design and testing of the ACD are as h)llows: Design Su.mdards MIL-STD- 1540B 10 (October 1982), Military
Standard, Test Requirements for Space Vehicles; and Design Handbook, DOD-HDBK-343 (USAF) (01 February,
1986), Military Handbook, Design, Construction, and Testing Requirements for one-of-a-kind Space Equipment.
The ACD must be space-qualified through intensive dynamic testing as per the above standards. Included in the
prelaunch requirements are requirements lk_rsafe transport from NMEt;_I in Albuquerque to the launch site in
Florida. An internal part of tile ACD design and operation during prelaunch is tile associated loading of fuel in the
four Tb'Es, plus the loading of the fuel into the remainder of the reactor. Design reviews, safety reviews and testing
reviews must be met and documented, as stated in the standards.

Launch and flight. The ACD will encounter the greatest of the acceleration and vibration forces capable of
causing failure to connections or materials during launch and flight. Therefore, the designers of the ACD must pay
careful attention to these threes. The ACD is required to survive theses forces without any material failure or
alignment shift. When the last separation _x:curs between launch booster and the reacto,'/payload space system, file
ACD can receive power via tile mechanical switch that restricts the elccuical Ix_wer until that time. This is a safety
switch whose purpose is to ensure that the ACD cannot insert the fuel into the reactor until a safe orhit is achieved.

DephLyment, When the ACD is in .'!safe orbit, a ground signal will be given for the ACD to place the fuel into
the reactor. The ACD is required to place the fucl into the TFEs for mission operation of the reactor. Failure to do
so will disallow the reactor from operating and fail the entire mi.,;sion. The fuel must then remain locked in place for
the duration of the mission, which is approxiamtcly 3 years.

_Cri!eria

The design criteria lists requirements and guidelines that must be followed in order to have a successful design.

1. Design the components for the 3-year lifetime of the cxperflncnt, with the understanding that the
components may be in space for hundrt'ds of years.
2. The design lbrces for tile launch cnvirontnent were derived from launch environment data (launch
vehicle has not yet been selected).
3. Work as a team with neutronics personnel. Optimize hardware characteristics and neulronic properties.
4. Design moving parts of nlcchanism and fuel guide to allow fuel to frcely move under zero gravity and
space environnlent.
5. Design t'uel-out anticriticality mechanisn_ to ensure that fuel cannot enter the reactor in tile event of an
accident.

6. Design tile structural frame to optimize material strength, weight, component strength, reduction of
induced vibrations, and eve.rail function.
7. Design holder fasteners I'or tuaxinuml stIength, case of assembly, noninterference with existing
components, and security against dislodgment caused by vibrational forces.
8. Ensure that new hardware avoids the possible short-circuiting of a TFE or other electrical conductor.
Ensure that conductive materials cannt_t gain :m electrical path that would disrupt reactor perfommnce.
9. Use safety wire or other sure-fast connectors as securing fasteners.
10. Design electronic equipment lot reliability and c_m_ponent compatibility and ensure that they can
withsumd the stress caused by vibration-induced forces.
11. Design a monitoring sensor th:lt comnlunicates to an e_lrthstation tile successful completion of the fuel
loading so that startup of the reactor can commence.
12. The fuel-out mechanism hardware size limit is not to exceed the fi_llowing two sizes and conditions.

a. The hardware envelope is not to exceed height of 33 in. (838 him) in height by 11. 1/2 in. (292
him) in diam when mea:_ured from the hi?host p_fint on the existing Topaz reactor.

b. The fuel-out mechanism hardware weight limit is 50 lb (22.7 kg). Not counting fuel, an
additional 20 lb (9 kg) may be added for the quick connecting of the structural Imidware, for a total
of 70 lb (32 kg).
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14. The maximum and minimum times allowed for fuel insertion into TFEs 30 rain (maxinmm) and 2 s
(minimum).

15. Electronic and electrical power requirements must be coordinated with the Topaz flight _ffety team,
APL and Phillips Lab, The sequence of events and the control of these events is of primary importance.

Hardware Descriolions for l!'ue!-()Ltl Mect!anisln

Refer to the appropriate TOPAZ II documents for a description of the TOPAZ II reactor (see references). The
hardware describexl herein is conceptual in nature and is the basis for the final design. Some of the components may
change during the design as the design is being realized (see sketch below).

: ' 1"1' '"l'l_ehardware required for the } tl_] ()tit _ f/_:ldnis!l! consists of the following:

1. A __.LLfr_ttn_,, securely fastened to the TOPAZ ii reactor, preferably using a new Russian
welded design that SUplx)rts tl_e frame from the top ring out.side the helium plenum. The frame and the
ACD must be capable of withstanding acceleration forces and vibrations during spacecrafl launch and
deployment.

2. A fuel,out hokk_rdesigned to intcrfilce with the TFE.s (four, center plus 3 out of 6 from the inner ring),
The holder incoq_oratcs spring hardware with a compressive force (_20 kg force) that clamps the individual
fuel pellets together during launch. It also has a mechanical gate, which guarantees that the fuel cannot
enter tile TFEs during launch or in the event of an accident.
3. A fuel.out __d_ that releases the 20 kg-load and opens a mechanical gate that allows the
fuel to enter the T_.

4. A hardware mechanism that _c_rts the fuel into the Tf:F_to the correct location (pneunmtic or direct
e lec trical dri ve).
5. A l_ki!lg mc_,'hanisnldutt locks the fuel in place for the lifetime of tile reactor.
6. The quick-conncctin_g hardwa!:t"that allows the fuel out anticriticality mechanism to quickly be
filstened to the structtiral frame after the rt_actor( the other 33 TFEs' load of fuel) fuel is lo,'lde,d.
7. The ¢!e¢_onic and electrical ha rdw;trg amlA)r harness required to transfer a signal that communicates
with the Reactor Control Unit into an actuating command to begin the fuel loading operation and to load
and kx:k the fuel, and dic sensors required to confirm that the fucl loading is complete.
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]J.li r(i Wa l't' Dt',_iTn A!!ii/yses

settle of the following eilgiiloeriilg ailalysos nia7 be required to ellsure reli_,ibilily, ;;trenllh, alld otleraliOllal
function. These Inay be required at varyiilg levels of deixlil,

1, Stress, ni.'iteri:ils opiiinization, and vibration ailalyses of the structural fraine and lhe fasiencrs required
to se_.'ur¢lyfasten the fraino to the reactor,
2. Fuel material strength, suitability l'or holding fuel oulsido the reactor, stressesdue to dyiianii¢ nioliOli,
and compatibility with TFE and other ilioehzlnislns,
3. Stress analyses eli the l'liel holder for survival of launch folees,
4. Quiek-connectJrlg hardw.'lre alld fasteliers nlay require stress analyses and vibration an.'liyses.
5. The electronic control equipment requires rilatching power to control voltage ch_k, manufacturers data
review, lind gcn?r-il review by elc¢Ironic engineers.

j l_lrdware Tesls

llench-iop ProiolypeTesllnl4, During the design, it is necessary to know the friction Iorce of the fuel (Inock
fuel) when the fuel is inserted into the TFEs. A benchtop prototype test is necessary to confirm what that force is.
This iilfomlation will aid us in predicting what happens in a zero-gravity environmcilt. There arc also questions of
geometric fit with respect to the fuel and the TFE. This bellehlop test will dictate the tolelxulces required t'or
reliability and will toni'trill tile effects of the design to keep the fuel frotll binding whell inserted into the TFE.
During this time, the testing of already qualil,ied motors and actuators will begin, along with a history of ti_eir
lwrformance as related to this project. Where there are two metiIods lk)rdesigning a fit or toler:ulce, both may be
tried. In cffez't, this bench-top prototype testing procedure is a developinent phase that g_s hand in hand with the
design of the device. The iilfornlatioil feeds back to the design and is used to illlprove the dcvice.

Repelilive Tesiint4. 'l'his test may be done on the bcnchtop or on one of the other reactors, such as the Ya-21 or
V-71. In this lest, a final version of the device will be mounted on the reactor or on il mockup of the reactor. The
fucl (mock fuel) will be inserted dozens of times to show that the nlechanism is reliable and capable of doing the
inserting rel_.'titively. A history will be kept arid used for reliability ptirposes. The pass/fail criteria aliplicd will
reqtiirc that more de,eelopment be done if the device lails. When the device passes, it will be ready to Ix; seiit for
tlualific:_tion and dynamic testing. This testing is to cnstire that the design works before the extreme dynamic forces
arc applied.

Qualific:ltion Test inl4. These tests will be done after the ACD dcsign has bcen reviewed and approved and the
dcvelol)mCnt finalized. The tests will bc done in conjunction with the other tests, required h)r the reactor main
system, which arc done by lhe testing team and the design team. These tests place the subsystem anticriticality
device in the most extrcine environlnents IX_ssibleduring hiunch and flight. They include lenlllerature and vactiuin
testing that can be done without tile reactor, and dynamic testing that will bc done with the ACI) nlounted on the
reactor. These tests will dcn_oilstr;lte the survivability of the ACD, and that the reliability, after the dynalllic loads,
have been applied as close as lXissible to the actual niaxiiiiuni forces credible during latiilch and lilt;hi. As with
other lesling, there will he a pass/fail criteria thai either sendsthe tit;vice back for niore developmeiii or qualifies the
device lkirSli_lce.

(;rilulid ('rilielil Tesiint4, This niighl be lhe ollly lest perniiiied with the real fuel. The tesling will bc done ili ii
critical facility, probably ill l.ti_; AlalilOS, If real fuel is to be used, then seini-repeiitive testing niay lit, warrailled, /st
secondary goal is to use the ACD It) place the fuel inlo the TITEsreniotcly, as required by regulalions, i ltivilig the
ACI) on the rc_it!lor dtiring grotind crilicals will also niake the datarcl]ect the actual flight sysleln,

,_)'_leili (JOnlle¢li()ll lind llilerfiit'e Tesiinll, Becatlse the bench lop testing is licit tit)lie with the associaled
spacecraft clecirt)nics and space liititinled ballery there will be a sysieili check using the tlight ii i) eleclroilics and
ensiiriilg the ACI) works alid is correclly hooked tip. This may bedone beftire shiliilienl 1othe liitiiich site alid after
syslelii iliiegr;alion at alld I)t;fore launch al the lalilich site, There iiliiy bt;all additional lest dilring critical lesiilig if
the prOl)ercleclrtllliC ctinlrt)] ,_yStelllS are available.
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Expanded view of
the ACI) showing
drive screw and
electric motor

ACI) on proposed
I{enchtop test stand
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UONCI,LISIONS

The design of tile anticriticality device is umlcrway. The baseline concept is to ensure that enough fuel is removed
and held I'ronl the reactor during launch, llight, and deployment in a safe orbit, The fuel will be remotely placed into
the reactor, and the reactor will be ol_rated as i_lanned. If the reactor and space cnift should reenter before
deployment in a safe orbit, there will not 1×_sufficient fuel for the re,Icier to become SUlX_rcritical with the extra
rell_titm and moderation caused by the immersion and submersion in ocean water or wet sand. Thus, the design is
passive with respect to safety. Substantial testing must be pertormed prior to qualification of the hardwtu'e. The
design issues are the survivability of the ACD and the filel during launch and flight caused by the aggressive
acceleration and vibration loads encotmtcrcd. Reliability is a major concern, as it always is, on space hardware
designs.

Ackoowlcdgmcllls

The design of the ACD is a small part of the cl'R_rtbeing done on the NEI:' Space Test Program for the Air Force by
a joint team of American and Russi:ui engineers and scientisLs. The ACD hardware design team has worked very
closely wilh the neutronics tectal of person!lei from the Reactor Design and Analysis Groui_ (N-12) at LANL. We
especially acknowledge Joe Sapir, Rob Strcctman, Denise Pelowitz and Mike i louL_;from that group. We have bccii
inllucnced grcatiy be Roy Hartman and Susan Voss from the Advanced Reactor Safety Group (N-7) at I.ANL; they
ni;lliagcd the iuodificatioils pilrtiim ofthe work.The whole Topaz 11tcanl, led by l:rank Thonie at N MERI, and the
flight S:ifcly leanl, led by AI Marshall, Saiidia Naiiolial Lab()nilory, have gre_itly infltienccd the work done to dale,
]lie Russian scientists and t;ligineers have colltlcraled greatly in describing alid suggesting detailed IliotlificliliOilS.
Special Ih:inks lo Vhidilliir Egorovit'h Skobolcv and Denletri Shtinioff, who dcsigncd file Tol)az !1 reaclor and who
h:ivc bccn ._tichgo_,_dconirade.sin aliswcriiig t'ligiliecring questions.
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